case study / interview

After 18 years and 15 experts,
Samanalawewa Dam Turns to
AquaTrack to Find Their Leak
™

interview with dr andy hughes – director of dams & water resources for atkins global,
dam panelist and expert witness to uk government, former icold member, vp of international coalition of large
dams—the worlds leading organization on topics related to dam engineering & safety

background
The Samanalawewa dam is a 100 meter high, 530 meter long rockfill dam with a
clay core; built on a karst foundation in Sri Lanka.

the dam has been leaking for 18 years, causing losses translating into a significant cost to the owner
the problem

immediately upon filling the 100
metre high dam, a significant leak
occurred—in excess of 8 cumecs—
which removed 25,000 cubic metres
of fill downstream of the dam. Dr Andy
Hughes of Atkins Global, a world-

renowned expert witness and former
presidency member of ICOLD, was
engaged to solve the problem.
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Q: what alternatives were considered?

“during the first 18 years after the
leak occurred, the owner spent more
than £55M drilling grouting galleries over
2 kilometres long and depositing more
than 500,000 cubic metres of clay into
the reservoir basin to try to stem the leak.
More than 15 experts from around the
world spent many years trying to solve
the problem, but to no avail.”

Q: why did you choose willowstick?

“willowstick is the only technology
I have found that accurately maps
preferential flow paths in plan view for
very broad areas and at great depth, both
necessary to pinpoint the flow paths for
this dam. Willowstick is unique. I liken it to
doing an MRI before surgery. Why would
I waste more money drilling blindly? I
brought Willowstick with me immediately
on my initial trip to Sri Lanka.”

“Willowstick is the only
technology I have found that
accurately maps preferential
flow paths in plan view for very
broad areas and at great depth.”
dr andy hughes – atkins global

aquatrack pinpointed where to grout
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Q: what was the benefit/roi?

“the reservoir has been drawn down for over fifteen years by some fifteen
meters. if we’d have done a willowstick survey day one that would have saved hundreds
of thousands of pounds in lost revenues from irrigation and power generation.
Furthermore, they may well have spent another £55M in blind drilling. Now that we’ve
pinpointed the leaks the entire remediation will be less than £2M. You can argue the
ROI will be well over £50M. In addition, Samanalawewa can now have peace of mind
that the problem will be solved. Since Willowstick gives a global view underground,
we know where all the preferential paths are. You don’t have the risk of stopping one
path only to find out there were other paths you didn’t see.

“The ROI will be well over £50M”
dr andy hughes – atkins global

failed spending before willowstick

£55M
remediation costs after willowstick

flowpaths shown in 3d looking up from beneath the reservoir

£2M

“In just three weeks the Willowstick survey
identified two discrete areas above the grout
curtain where leakage was taking place.”

dr andy hughes – atkins global

For more information on Willowstick and
AquaTrack™, visit willowstick.com
willowstick technologies llc
11814 south election road, suite
100, draper, utah 84020
tel 801.984.9850 fax 801.984.9851
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